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In a large supermarket retail chain with several storing
locations, one of the problems in supplying the individual
stores is transportation, i.e., how much of a particular
item should be sent each time and from what location should
it be sent in order to satisfy the demands of all the stores,
given the resources available at different storing locations.
Optimization of a transportation problem with linear
cost function can be regarded as a generalization of the
assignment problem, which can be carried out by means of the
simplex method of linear programming (4). However, some
special methods, such as the northwest corner method, the
unit penalty method and Vogel's approximation method, have
been developed which are easier to apply and are less tedious
than the simplex method (1, 11). Optimization of transpor-
tation problems with non-linear cost functions cannot be
solved by linear programming methods. The non-linear' problem
with two and three depots has been solved by dynamic program-
ming (2). Recently, a discrete version of the maximum prin-
ciple has been applied to the two-depot problem (5, 6) and
the three-depot problem (7). This has resulted in a great
simplification in numerical calculations.
The purpose of this report is to study and understand
more thoroughly the application of the discrete version of
the maximum principle in the transportation problem with non-
linear cost function so as to enable us to modify the
algorithm in Ref. (7) and to write computer program according
to this algorithm.
In section 2 the transportation problem is defined and
a table of transportation costs and requirements is pre-
sented. The modification of the discrete version of the
maximum principle is developed to derive the Hamiltonian
function for the transportation problem in section 3- Also
in this section the numerical method in obtaining the op-
timal solution is illustrated. Section 4 deals with the
explanation of the steps in the computer program.
2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Suppose that there are a number of origins (depots)
where the resource is located and N number of destinations
(demand points) where the demand for this resource exists.
Also suppose that there is only one type of resource and
that its total supply is equal to the total demand. Let
6
n
= the quantity of the resource sent from the




?) = the cost incurred by this operation.
If there are s depots and N demand points, the problem is to
determine the values of 8. , i = 1, 2, ..., s; n=l, 2, ...,
N, so as to minimize the total cost of transporting the
resources,
c sN - I t Fj(eJ) (i)
n=l i=l
subject to the constraints.
(i) e">o,
(ii) L 6- = ™j i number of units of the resource •
n=l x x
available at the i-th depot, i=l,
2, ..., s,
(iii) L. 6 = D , number of units of the resource
required by the n demand point,
n=l, 2 N.












v;here a., b. are constants. The values of a1}, b 1} with Dn ,11 l ' l '
the number of units of the resource required by the n^
demand point, and W. , the number of units of the resource
available at the i th depot, are shown in Table 1.
*The superscript, n, indicates the stage number. The
exponents are written with parentheses or brackets such as(e")2 or t<f>(en )} 2 .
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3. SOLUTION BY THE DISCRETE MAXIMUM PRINCIPLE METHOD
Let the demand points be stages, and the total amount
of resource which has been transported from the itn depot
to the first n stages (demand points) be state variables
x 1?, i = 1, 2, then
l
t
n „ xn-l + en o . Q 4 = w
i i i' l ' l i'
(1)
i - 1, 2; n = 1, 2, 3, 4-
It must be noted that, though there are 3 depots in the
problem, there are only 2 state variables. This is because
the demand of each stage is preassigned; hence, the number
of the units supplied from the 3rd depot to the nth stage
can be obtained by subtracting from the total number of
units required by the nth stage, the sum of the units sup-
plied to the nth stage from the first and second depot. This
is equivalent to writing
63 = D
n
- i e? , a-.l, 2, 3, 4. (2)3 i=l
Since the objective is to minimize the total cost of tran-
sportation, we define this objective as the 3 rd state vari-
able which satisfies the following performance equation:
xn= xn-l + I F
n (en })
„
. Q> (3)J J i=l J
n = 1, 2, 3, 4.
It can be shown that x_t is equal to the total cost of tran-
sportation. Hence., the problem of minimising the total cost
of transportation becomes that of minimizing the final value
of the 3 state variable, xi, by the proper choice of the
sequence of ' 8. , i = 1, 2; n = 1, 2, 3, 4 for the process
described by equations (1) and (3).




1?^- 1 + e") + z^u"- 1 + I F"(en )) ,
n » 1, 2, 3, 4. (4)
The recursion relation for the components of the adjoint








i r£l~ zi' i = 1 ' 2 (5)
1
and
ij'l, n = 1, 2, 3, 4 . (6)
Since z. and x.~ are considered to be constants in
searching for a stationary point or in finding a minimum
point of the Hamiltonian function given by equation (4)
with respect to d^, it is convenient to define the variable
portion of the Hamiltonian function as
i=l i=l -1 • 1
Since the performance equations (1) and (3) are linear in the
state variable x? and the coefficients of the state var-
iables are constants, the objective function is absolutely
maximum (or minimum) if and only if H is absolutely maximum
(or minimum). Therefore, the optimal sequence of the de-
cision vector, 6
,
is obtained from equation (7) if and
only if H is absolutely maximum (or minimum) . By substi-
tuting equation (2-2) and (2) into equation (7) we have
nnn lQn
2
un i n , n n „ni,ii|j , n , n n „, iiHv = \z-y + a^ - a, - 2b,D )c), + (z„ + a„ - a, - 2b,D )Q
+ (bj + b^)(e£) 2 + (bj + b^)(e£) 2 + a^Dn
, n ,„n. 2 , n n n







But in our case b = for n = 1, 2, 3,4; therefore,





















, n = 1, 2, 3, 4 . (&)
Procedure for Optimal Allocation :
Step 1. Calculate the breaking value z n .
i
Stage 1:
The variable part of the Hamiltonian equation for "the
first demand point is
h^ = (zj- + 0.5)0]; + (z* - i)e^ - .03(e^) 2 + 100.
Therefore the breaking value of z^- is -0.5. Taking the
partial derivative of H:~ with respect to 8, and ea.uating






= = zi - 1 - 0.06 ei .
ae| 2 2














a value for &2 which yields the minimum of H . The minimum
of H occurs at the boundary of the constraint of 0^, as
shown in Fig. 1. Therefore, the conditions for H to be
minimum are
H^; - min. at: Q* = if 2p2.j,
02 = 50 if z^<2.5.
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Thus, the so called breaking values of z^ are -0.5 and 2.5.
The six conditions at which Hy may be minimum are presented
in Table 2.
Stage 2:
The variable part of the Hamiltonian equation for the
second demand point (stage) is
H
2
= (z{ - 2.5)6^ + (z| - 3.5)4 - 0.05(6?) 2 + 350 .
Therefore, the breaking value of z| is 3-5. Taking the
2 ?
partial derivative of Hy with respect to 9^ and equating it
to zero results in
on q o
—I = o = z - 2.5 - o.i e^ .
2 2









Therefore, from the condition —^ = 0, we cannot obtain 6-^
3d(
o 2
which yields the minimum of H . The minimum of H occurs at
' v v
2
the boundary of the constraint of 9-, , with curve similar to
p
Fig. 1. Therefore, the conditions of Hy to be minimum are











> - 0.5 > 2.5
o s e?- < 50 = - 0.5 > 2.5
.
1 50 < - 0.5 > 2.5
50 > - 0.5 < 2.5
50 = - 0.5 < 2.5
e| = or 50 6^ = or 50 < - 0.5 < 2.5
> 6 > 3-5
70 < 6 > 3.5
2 < 62 < 70 > 6 - 3-5
70 < 6 - 3.5
70 1 6 < 3.5
6^ - or 70 e| = or 70 < 6 < 3.5
> - 2.5 i- 2
o < e^ < ioo =
- 2.5 >- Z
100 < - 2.5 > - 2
- 25 7?
2
- 50 > - 2.5 -6< 2 32< _ 2
3 o < e^ < ioo - 25 z3 - 50 = - 2.5 - 6 <7.\ < - 2
o < q\ < ioo - 25 z\ - 50 < - 2.5 - 6<4 <- 2
100 >
- 2.5 < - 6
100 = - 2.5 < - 6
9n = or 1001 Q\ = or 100 < - 2.5 < - 6
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- 1 > 1
- 16.7 z^ - 16.7 - 5.8< ZJ<-!
> 1
80 < - 5.S > 1
-0.5 z^ + i - 1 • -159£z^<2
4 - 16.7 z^ - 16.7 -0.5 zj* + 1 -5.8<z^< -1
-159 <z 4 <2
-159<z^<20<6^ £ So -0.5 z^ + 1 <- 5.8
80 >- 1 <- 159
- 16.7 z£ - 16.7 O<02< 80
-5.8<z^<-l <- 159




= min. at: 92 = if z 21 6 ,
e
2
= 70 if z 2£6 .
1 1
Thus, the breaking values of the z? are 6 and 3.5. The six
o
conditions at which H may be minimum are presented in Table
Stage 3:
The variable portion part of the Hamiltonian equation






-5' 9i + < z 2
+ 2 > 92 + -°2(e^)
2
+ 100 .
3The breaking value of z:j is -2.5. Taking the partial de-
3 3
rivative of H^ with respect to 6£ and equating it to zero
results in
3K.3




- -25Z23 - 50 . (9)




-2, when 0^ = 0,
and lower z£ «=
-6, when 9^ = 100
.
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3 3 3 ?Hence, H^ is minimum at &2 ~ -25zi - 50 for - 6 zi -2 as
shown in Fig. 2. The nine conditions at which H-' may be
minimum are presented in Table 2.
Stage 4:
The variable part of the Hamiltonian equation for the
third demand point (stage) is
h^ = (z£ + i)e£ + (z 1* - i)e£ + o.o3(e^) 2+ (e^) 2 + 240
Taking the partial derivative of Hrj; with respect to 9y and
equating it to zero results in
ngT = o = ztj- + l + o.o6 ej
6^ = - 16.7 z^ - l6 -7 • (10)
Therefore, the upper and lower breaking values of z are
upper B7 = - 1, when 6^ = ,
and lower z^ = - 5.8, when 0^ = SO.
Hence, H^ is minimum at 87 - - 16. 7 z^ - 16. 7 for - 5.8 <
ztj-<- 1 with curve similar to Fig. 2. Taking the partial
derivative of H^: with respect to 9^ and equating it to zero
results in
16



















Therefore, the upper and lower breaking values of zi, are
upper zT, ~ 1, when Gg = 0,
and lower z^ =
-159, when 9^ = 80.
Hence H^ is minimum at 6^ - - 0.5 z'j; for -159 -Zg- 1 with
curve similar to Fig. 2. The nine conditions at which H
v
may be minimum is given in Table 2. The conditions for all
Hy to be minimized are summarized in Table 2. The breaking
values of all the stages are summarized in Fig. 3a and
Fig. 3b.
Step 2. Systematically searching
Each combination of the interior and/or the breaking
values of z-, and z, are systematically searched for a
feasible solution; cases which do not satisfy the con-
* n
straint £ 6-, = Wi will be eliminated.
n=l
a) Region to be searched





Fig. 3a. The breaking value of adjoint variable z-.
n=4 4 12
1 2.5 3.5
Fig. 3b. The breaking value of adjoint variable z~.
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breaking value of z? are searched systematically by exhaust-
ing all possible combinations in the region of the breaking
value
.
b) Elimination of infeasible solution
Most of the infeasible solutions result from not sat-




= w i = 1,2.
n=l x 1
Example 1. The combination of regions z^ and of z g given by
- 0.5 <z 1 < 6; 2.5 <k 2 < 3-5:
From Table 2, the tables of conditions necessary for
H" to be minimum, we have the conditions shown in Table 3.
£ n
It is obvious that this is an infeasible case, since £ 9, =
n=l J
50 + + 100 + 80 = 230 is larger than W, , where W = 80.
However, there are cases where the value z- calculated
from the equation of optimality (such as equations (9), (10),
and (11) when the value of 8* are known) does not fall in
the region of search.
Examole 2 . The combination of region for z and z 2 given by
- 2.5 < z < - 1; - 6 < z 2
< - 2:
From Table 2 we obtain the conditions necessary for Hv
to be minimum as shown in Table 4- The condition of 6-j_ = or
50 and 8. = or 50 means that the minimum value of H is
2 v
either at e| = and el, - 50 or 8^ = and 6* - 50.
20
Table 3. 9i corresponding to the condition that z, and
z" are in the region of -0.5 <z 16 and
2.5 <«n <3-5
\ i
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Table k • 6. corresponding to -2.5<z?<-l and -6lz 2 <-2
Xs^ i






s| = or 50
9f - or 70
-16. 7z^ - 16.7
62 - or 50
BJ «" or 70






Wi 130 90 80 300
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By using equation (3) we can compare the value of
H
v
for both cases as follows:
For G?- = 0, 0^ = 50
1 „1
upper Hy = {z\ + &\ - z\)q\ + b^Og) 2 + &\ D
= (-2.1 + 1 - 2) 50 - .03 (50) 2 + 2 x 50
- 3.1 x 50 - 75 + 100
= - 130
lower H1 = (-5.9 + 1 - 2)50 - .03(50) 2 + 2 x 50
= - 6.0 x 50 - 0.03 x (50) 2 + 2 x 50
- - 345 - 75 + 100
- - 370
For 9* = 50, q\ = °
upper Uy - (- 1.1 + 2.5 - 2) 50 + 2 x 50
-
-0.6 x 50 + 100
« - 30 + 100
= + 70
lower H* - (- 2.4 + 2.5 - 2) 50 + 2 x 50
=
- 1.9 x 50 + 2 x 50
= + 10
It is obvious that 6^ = 0, 92 = 50 gives a minimum, since the
value Hv is negative throughout the regions of z 2 while the
22
value of Hv when 8.. =50, 82 = is positive throughout the
region of z,. Similarly, we assign 8^ = 70, 2 » 0; therefore,
9!* = W, - J" p"= 130 - 70 = 60. By using the equation of1 1
n=l X
optimality given by equation (10) we find that
-16.7 z£ - 16.7 = 60,
z4 = 60 + 16.
7
_ . 4>6 .
1 -16.7
By equation (6) we have
z, = z-, = zf = - 4-6 for n = 1, 2, 3,4-
Since the region of z-, we are now searching is - 2.5<z^<-l
and since the value of z. we just calculated is out of the
region, this is an infeasible combination of the region of
search.
c) Feasible solution
Feasible solutions are combinations of regions of
z^ which satisfy all the constraints of the system and the
value of z? calculated from the equation of optimality is
within the region.
Example 3 • A feasible solution corresponding to the values
of z" at the point of z" «= - 2.5 and z£ in the region of
23
6<z n <- 2 which satisfies the constraints is presented
in Table 5
By co:omparing H as we did in example 2 we have 0-^0,
6 2
= 50; similarly, we have 6
;L
= 70, 9 2 0.
Since z" - z^ = - 2.5, from equation (10) we have
64 = - 16.7 z*l - 16.7
=
- 16.7 x (- 2.5) - 16.7












From the constraint W2 - 90 and z 2
= z| z4 we obtain
50 + - 25 z 2 - 50
- 0.5 z 2 + 0.5 = 90
or
z =. 89^5 =.3. 51
* 25-5
which satisfies the condition, - 6 5z 2 <- 2. The corres-
ponding value of Gs obtained by substitution of z = - 3<51
is
Q\ = " 2 5 (-3-51) - 50
= 87.6 - 50 = 37.6
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Table 5. 6^ corresponding to the condition that z" and z"
are in the region of z" = -2.5 and -6£z™ <-2.
n \
1 2 3 D
n
1 e| = or 50 62 = or 50 50
2 e| = or 70 e| = or 70 70
3 o le^lioo - 2.5 z^ - 50 100
4 -16.7 z£ - 16.7 - 0.5 z 1*- + 0.5
2
80
»i 130 90 go 300
Table 6. 6^ corresponding to z" = - 2.5 and -6 i z? < -2




3 35 38 27 100
4 25 2 53 80







" °* 5 ( - 3 - 51) + °-5 = 2.25
or
-2- 2 -
The value of 9., can be found by using the constraint,
t e" = d".
i=l
The itemized cost for the above solution is presented
in Table 7, and the total cost is
4 3 n n
E E F?(8?) ^ 171.25 + 125.8 + 186 - $483.05.
n=l 1=1 x
Another feasible solution corresponding to the values of
z" in the region of - 5-8<z n < - 2.5 and z5 in the region
- 6 5z i <- 2 which satisfies the constraints is presented
in Table 8.
The allocation of the value of 6i and the calculation
of transportation cost, similar to example 3, are shown in
Tables 9 and 10.
The total transporation cost for this combination of
regions is
3 4
,£, t Me") = $173.30 + 125.80 + 184.00 - $483.10.i-l n=l
26















































Table 8. 9^ corresponding to the condition that z, is in the




1 2 3 D
n
1 ej = or 50 62 = or 50 50
2 ef = or 70 e| = or 70 70
3 o<e^5ioo - 25 z| - 50 100
4 - 16.7 z£ -16.7 - 0.5 zjj + 0.5 80
Wi 130 90 80 300
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Tabl e 9. 6- corresponding to -5.8 <a" < -2.5 and -6<z 2 <-2
Nu i





3 34 33 28 100
4 26 2 52 80
W.
i
130 90 80 300
Table 10. Cost of transportation corresponding to -5.8 <z













































Step 3- The optimal solution is obtained by comparing the
total transportation cost of all the feasible regions. In
our case there are only two feasible regions. Since the
total transportation cost corresponding to z? = -2.5 and
-6iz"<-2 is less than that of -5.gz?<-2.5 and -6<z?<-2,
2 ** *
the optimal solution is &x corresponding to z-^ = -2.5 and
-6iz5<-2 which is shown in Table 6, and the minimum total
transportation cost - $4&3-05.
29
h. COMPUTING PROCEDURE
Step 1. Read in data: the values of ai, bn , W^, and D .
Step 2. Calculate the breaking value of z n .
The equation used for the calculation depends on the
value of b? as follows
:
n n
a) For b^<0, the secondary derivative of H with
respect to 0^ will be negative. Therefore, from the con-
dition —~ = 0, we cannot obtain a 9. which yields the mini-
n n
mum of H . The minimum of Hv occurs at the boundary of the
n
constraint of Q± as shown in Fig. 1; the equation to be used
in this case is as follows:
n
z i ~ ~ ai "* a s " 2 b i ~2 (12)
b) For b. = 0, the cost function is linear, and the
minimum will occur at the boundary of the constraint of 8^.
The breaking value is given by
4 - - 4 + a£ . (13)
c) For bj. > 0, the cost of transportation is non-linear
and the second derivative of H" with respect to 9i is larger
than zero. The shape of the curve of Hy verses 9? is as shown
in Fig. 2. The minimum of Hy can be obtained by equating the
30
derivative of h" with respect to e
±
to zero. The lower
breaking value (Lower z") and the upper breaking value
(Upper z?) are at the boundary of the constraint, that is,
6? = Dn and 6? = respectively, or




- 2bn Dn , (H)i 1 s i > K±Ll1
Upper z 1} = - an + an . (15)
Step 3. Define the regions of search according to the
breaking values.
This step consists of three substeps.
a) Rearrange the upper breaking value, z?, in an order
of largeness and represent it by ZEU^', where J = 1, 2, ...,
indicate the order of largeness. The lower breaking value
of the n fc stage will use the same j value as the upper
breaking value of that stage and represent it by ZBlA
b) Assign the upper limiting value of regions to be
searched. The upper limits of regions to be searched are
assigned according to the value of bb? (the bn value in the
l l
new index) as follows:
(1) bb^<0, ZOP^ = ZBU^' - 0.005 (16)
(2) bb^' = 0, ZOP^ » ZBU?
. ( 17 )
Z0P^+1
- ZBU^ - 0.005 (18)
V(3) bb?>0 Z0PK - ZBU^ - 0.005 (19)
Z0P^+1 = ZBL^ - 0.005 (20)
The value 0.005 is a small increment between the lower
limit of the previous region and the upper limit of the cur-
rent region.
In the search for a feasible solution, the upper limit
of each region will serve temporarily as the zj value in
the first trial.
k, the new index for the regions, follows the order of
the j index. Therefore, ZOPJf, k - 1, 2, ..., 7, is not in
order according to the largeness of the value of ZOPf.
c) Rearrange ZOP^, k 1, 2, ..., 7, in an order of
largeness of the value of ZOPl?.
The results of step 3 are shown in Figs. 4a and 4b.
Step 4. The first allocation of e".
The optimal value of 9n which corresponds to the value
of ?,
± ,
given (ZOP^), i = 1, 2, can be classified into the
following 5 cases (see Table 2)
„k
a) e" = 0, ZOP* >z? .
b) 6? = - (ZOP* + a£ - a£)/(2 bj)
,













































Fig. 4b. The region or point of search of z 2 .
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c) e" = Dn , zopIc < z
n
d) O£0i <D , ZOP. = z i . In computer programming
the optimal value 6^ is represented by Dn + 1, that is,
6. = D
n
+ 1 at this step.




+ 4a -a£)/ 2b?a ] ,
ZOP/x z" and
i i
Lower zn < ZOP. < Upper z. . In computer programming the
optimal value n is represented by Dn -f 2, that is e" = Dn + 2
at this step.
Step 5. Preliminary elimination of infeasible combinations
of regions of search.
Most of the combinations of the region of search are
eliniminated in this step. This is done by using the op-
timal values of 8. which have been allocated in Step 4.1a
and 4.1c (8j = 0, e" = Dn ), and the constraint
N





a) £ e^>ViT^; this may occur when we have 6j = D
n=l
for several n's in the ith origin, and
3A
i $ n nb) 2. ei <wi> this may occur when v;e have 8^ = for
n=l
many n's in the i origin, even though we assign the maxi-
mum value (Dn ) for the rest of n's.
Step 6. The second allocation of e": Dn + 1, Dn + 2,
6n = - (ZOPJ -i a? - an )/2bn .
-1 1 1 s 1
This step is divided into 7 substeps.
1) The identification of the different conditions of
optimality.
In each origin the number of occurences of each type of
optimal condition classified in Step 4 is counted. The type
of optimal condition at each stage is also identified. The
counters and indexes for different types of conditions of
optimality are shown in Table 11.
2) Find the available resource for the unassigned stages.
The difference between the total resources available
at each origin or depot (W^) and the sum of all 0? = Dn
assigned (SUM D^ ) is the available resource for the unas-








9 SUM = Wj - SUM D^^ (22)
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4.1e Severely











When the assigned stages include the temporary value
of 8n » equation of optimality and 9^ = Dn , the sum of the
resource of the assigned stages (SUM^) will be the sum of all
6n - Dn and 9n = - (z? + a? ~ a")/(2b^). The available re-
source for the unassigned stages (TH^) will be the difference
between the total resource available at that origin (W^) and
the sum of the resource of the assigned states (SUK^), which
can be written in computer equations as follows:
sm
±
= SUI^ + Dn (23)
SUJ^ - SDMjl + b" (24)
THi = W± - Smi± (25)
When the assigned stages include the temporary 8* value
(09-^) of the severely constrained condition and 0^ = Dn , the
available resource for the unassigned stages (6S^) will be
the difference between the total resource available at that
origin (W. ) and the sum of the resource of the assigned













= wA - sum edi (28)
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3) Allocation for 6^ which is given by the equation of
optimality
6? = - (*? + a" - an )/2bn . (29)1 l 1- 8 i
The z^ value used in finding the optimal G. may be
divided into 5 catagories.
a) At the point of search. When there is a condition
of free variation of 6- in the origin, the ZUP. should bei i
used immediately and is fixed.
b) In the region of search. In this case we have to
search a whole region or a particular interval of zn value
to find the optimal value of z . . The equations for finding
the optimal z. depend upon the number of equations of opti-
mality in the same origin as follows:









= _ (w _ j- Dnj K _ QSm ^Q)
1 2 b\m n=l
n^im





(2) Two equations of optimality conditions (ke = 2).
Z .in+ (a*m - a*m ) zf1 + (a> - a^) N
-i i— 2 h _i 3 § = _ (W. _ V Dn )









irr. im , im. im im, ,im, jm im,




jm „ -"i "l .11 s l l s
1 i * (b^W1 )
(3D
(3) Three equations of optimality conditions (ke =3)'







l l s + _i _i s_
2 bf 2 bf 2 b*m
(w. - y d
11





„, inujin. km_om, ,im,km, im im,
im
_
jm _ km _ -2bi Pi *>i 6SUH -bj bj ( &1 -as )








,im,km, im jm, ,im, jm, km km.
-bj b± {a( -a
J
s





(4) Four equations of optimality conditions (ke = 4)'.
zf+faf-a^) Zf(af-af) {B+ (aJm-«Jm J
+








i - I D > " ~eSUW '
2 bf n=l
n^im, jm,km,lm
3 fm - z jm = zkm = lmiii2
=
-(2bi
mb^bim6SUK + bJBbJmbJBl(aJ»-aJm )
+ bfbfb^af-af ) + bfbfb^faf-a^)














. (33)ill iii \jji
Similarly any number of equations of optimality condi-
tion in the same origin can be derived.
c) Upper limiting value in the region of search. When
there is a severely constrained condition (4.e) in the
origin and SS^O, the maximum value of z, in the interval
of the region that we are searching is used. This value
corresponds to the minimum value of 9. that can be allocated
to stage n in this region of search. This occurs when 9S1
from equation (28) is less than or equal to zero.
d) The region of search with severe constraint. When
there is a severely constrained condition in the origin and
40
the value es^^ from equations (26) is larger than zero, z ±
of the equation of optimality (29) can be calculated from




e) Iterated value of z". When there is more than one
origin with the property of (6.3d) we have a different series
of values of 9? each time we repeat the DO-loop of step 6.
This is because the value z. is changing each time we com-
plete the DO-loop of step 6. Therefore the DO-loop of
step 6 has to be repeated until we get a set of constants,
z", which give us the optimal 6i value for this combination
of regions of search. When this is reached the triggering
counter (ckk) will decrease to zero and the next substep
will be executed.
4) Allocation for 6. with severely constrained con-
dition case.
The reason this case has a severely constrained condi-
tion is that the condition for optimal Q^ is i = D , but
it is constrained by the priority we give to the equation
of optimality in the preceding or the next origin. If this
condition is nowhere present in the total system at the
current combination of regions of search (p=0), this sub-
step will automatically skip to the next substep.
The maximum allowable, available resource is allocated
to 6j in this case so that the value of 9^ is as close to













i i A i
n-^irak
and choosing the smaller of these two values. This value
is the maximum allowable, available amount of resource.
5) Allocation of 8? with free variation of 6. condition.
This is the last type of 9^ in the active origin to be
allocated. Since the optimal value can be anything from
to D
,
it also serves as an allocation to satisfy the
constraint
N n
When this property is not present at the region of search
(q=0), this substep will automatically skip to the next
substep.
6) Control of Allocation. The control of the alloca-
tion serves two functions:
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(1) It serves to check if the optimal z
±
is within the
interval of the region of search, and
(2) as a trigger mechanism for substeps (6.3), (6.4),
and (6.5) which can be described as follows:
For substep (6.3) when the counter is triggered,
(ckk=0) the search for optimal O7} is complete
for this substep and it will go back to step 6
again. This time the substep (6.4) is executed if
p>0 but if p=0 the next substep (6.5) will be
executed if q > and if q=0, the computer will go
to substep (6.7)
7) Allocation of constrained origin (s -depot)
The reason we called this a constrained origin is that
the number of the units supplied from the constrained origin
(sth-depot) to the nth stage can be obtained by substracting
from the total number of units required by the n**1 stage the
sum of the units supplied to the nth stage from the first










= d" - b? - e5 .
s ^ 1 1 2
Step 7. Calculate total cost of transportation
i
The cost of all feasible solutions is calculated by
substituting the optimal 9i into the cost function equation,
and summing all the costs of transportation of each feasible
solution.
A3
Step 8. Compare the total cost with that of the previous
minimum.
The total cost of transportation of the new feasible
solution is compared with that of the previous one. The
new minimum is then stored for future comparison.
Step 9- Punch out output on cards
All the values of the feasible solution are punched on
n
cards, including 9^ i = 1, 2, 3 and n = 1, 2, 3, 4; the
region of search of the new minimum; the up-dated minimum
cost; and the current total cost.
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APPENDIX A COMPUTER FLOW CHART
The steps of the computer program are:








2. Calculate the breaking value, 2".
3. Order the breaking values from the largest to the
smallest; and assign the region of search.









5. Check the feasibility of the region.
6. Make the second allocation for 8n : en = Dn 4 1;
Qn -(ZOPJ + an - an ) n n6
H
= i i s ; and 9 = D -l 2.
n x
2b.
7. Calculate total cost of transportation.
8. Compare the total cost with that of the previous minimum
cost.
9. Punch out the 6
i which gives the current minimum, where
i = 1, 2, 3 and n = 1, 2, 3, 4; the region of the new
minimum; the registered minimum; and the current minimum.
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UPPUR Zn = -aV+bW
1 1 s :u 1
liOVV.Ul Z? = UPP3R Z?1 1
UPPER Z* = -a? + a*
UPP3H Z? = -a1.1 + a11
LOV/SR Z" = UPP3H ZV
PUNCH 1.H.UPP3H Z 1?, LOWER Z?
COUTH: U
GO 50 ST2P 3
k&
Step 3

































—(jX) jo = 1, njo)
HfflCH ZOTJ1
coittinue




0=0, p = 0, q =
COUNT = o, okk =
= 0, ZZp a




= 0, SUBIffj = 1VT
qTTTIW
-
"' ^TTT^'f — " rOUlWp -
.'rp, .JU! -7- " rji
kkk * PMJ =
i = 1,2,3 n-1, 2,3,4
PUNCH jo, j, ZOP J , ZOP-
x-i i
UPPER Z^ = OTj,
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^11 = ^la 1^
I.L = Jcab










































CALL CAL22 (a, b, i, in, jm, eSUM,ns,Z
)







CALL CAJZ2 (a, b, i , in, Jm, GSt'I ,ns , Z )
GALL CAL9i(3,a,b,i,ira,ns,e,IG)
GALL CAiei(S,a,b,i,3n,nr,,e,I9)
CALL OAiei (Z , a , b , i , im, ns, 6, 19
)
CALL CAL61 (Z
, a, b , i
,
















CALL CAL01 (Z , a, b, i, im,ns,©, I©)
CALL CAL91(Z,a,b ) i,jm,ns,G,.I9)
CALL CALGl(Z,a,b,i,km,ns,G,IG)




a, b , i
,














^ •. im , im ,km .lm „
= 2 - bi - bi « bi - bi «Wi
Z2 ^f.bf.bf.Caf-a^









. jm .km . lm,. in .1-an .lm
= \ '\ '\ + °1 '\ -\
Z7 = bf.bf.bjB+bJ».b£".bfB
Z = (Z1+Z2+Z3+Z4 +Z5) / (Z6+Z7)









= (Z+af-a^1 ) / (a.bf) &~ d













9fe=- (lilpf+afe-afe )/ ( 2 .bfe )
efe=- (Eupf+afe
-afs )/(2 .bfe )








Gfe = -(ZUpin+a^!ae-a^me )/(2.t,|lae )
efle = -(zWf+afe-aJme )/(2.b|me )



























































(j>0 it --- 1,?}
1









GO TO SI3E 8




fDO n - 1 '^-1
1
PUNCH e£, ©g, «"
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CONTINUE V
PUNCH jomin, jmin, SKIN, SUKF
GO BACK TO STEP 5 FOR A NEW REGION OF SEARCH
77
SUBHOUTIiTE ALIS1 (kma,tanb,i,ia,e,D,0!H)
DIHISSIOH e(3,4),D(4) ! a,H(2),
















SUBROUTINE ALLT2 (fena, tab
, tec
, j § la> e> D> ^
DIMENSION 0(3, 2j.), D(4) t TH(2)
e^3- = Dkma - ekmaia
YES
1% = S% - G^113-
3






























-2.bf\b?'m.e3UK - b?m(afm - aim )11 1 i ns'
Z2 . bj*(af - aJ°)








Z2 - bf,bf (af-af
)
Z3 = bf.bf (af-a-g)
24 = bf.bf(af-a^)
35 = bf.bf+bf.bf+bf.bf





























The coefficient of the first
order theta in the cost func-
tion expression.
The coefficient of the second
order theta in the cost func-
tion expression.
Same as above but the super-
script is ordered according to
the value of the upper break-
ing value.
A counter to indicate whether
the 8j = equation of optimality
have been allocated. It is use
for allocating the severely
constrained condition.
A counter of the number of the
states with the severely con-
strained condition.
A counter to indicate whether
the ZOPJ° (3c) is out of order.
The number of time step 6 is
repeating when there is a
severely constrained condition.
The number of units of the re-
source required by the rr1" de-
mand point.





















The index of the first stage
to have a 6" = equation of
optimality condition.
The index of the first stage
to have a severely constrained
condition.
The integerized 9^.
The subscript for the .ordered
region of search, ZOPJ.
The index of the second stage
to have a 6" = equation of
optimality condition.
Superscript of the ordered re-
gion of search, ZOPJ 1 .
The optimal region of search
.
of the second origin.
The optimal region of search
of the first origin.
A counter for the number of
free variation of 6n condition;
It is also used for subscript
in place of i for a loop in-
side i-"DO-loop".
A counter for the number of
free variation of 6£ condi-
tion.
A counter for the number of 6? •
equation of optimality con-
dition.
A counter for the number of
severely constrained condition.
A counter for the number of
stages in the origin which has
Dn larger than W±.
The index of the first stage
to have a severely constrained
condition.
fit
p A counter to indicate whether
the 61 with the severely con-
dition has been allocated.
PM(I,N) Identification for stages in
the origin where Dn is larger
than Wi .
Q A counter to indicate whether
the 9j with the free variation
of 6n conditon has been allo-
cated.
SMIK Cgjj The current minimum total cost
of transportation.
SUM(I) x£ The state variable, the total
amount of resources which have
been transported from the i*"
depot to the first n stages
(demand points).
SUM C(R) £ F?(©J) The total cost of transpor-
i=l ting 6" from all depots to the
n demand point.
SUMD(I) Similar to SUM(I) exceDt only
8n = Dn are added.
SUM F %s The total cost of transporting
0j from all depots (origins)
to the first n demand points.
SUM TT(I) Similar to SUM(I ) except only
n
= Dn and 60? = D n -0ja (where
6ia
= equation of optimality
and 06la has a severely con-
strained condition).
SUM T(3) Similar to SUM(I) but 1-3
.
SUM W(I) The constraint for the stages
with n = 0.
T U>N) % The quantity of the resources
sent from the ith depot (origin)
to the ntfl demand point.
TH(I) The available resource to be
allocated to the free varia-




















The remainder of 9i in the origin
due to integerization of 9?.
The available 9? in the origin
when maximum available Gi'.is
allocated to the severely
constrained condition.
Same as TS(I).
The resource available for 8t =
equation of optimality condition
in the state.
The 9^ in case where maximum
available 9? is allocated to
the severely constrained
condition.
The 9i with the severely con-
strained conditions which give
the minimum value for the Ham-
iltonion function.
The total number of units of
the resource available at the
ith depot.
The total resource transported.
The value of zf used in finding
9. = equation of optimality.
The lower limit of the breaking
value, Zj, which is obtained
by equating the derivative of
Hy with respect to 9n .
The upper limit of the breaking
value, Z§\
The regions of search.
The dummy of Zj° value from the
previous loop of Step 6.
The terms of the equation for
calculation of the Z" value.
i
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KMB ' The index of the second stage
to have a severely constrained
condition.
KMC The index of the third stage
to have a severely constrained
condition.
KME The index of the fourth stage
to have a @P = equation of
optimality condition.
L i Index for i.
LL,L1 Indexes for stages with severely,
constrained condition.
M(K) Indexes for stages with free
variation of n condition.
ME(KE) Indexes for stages with 9n =
equation of optimality con-
dition.
MK(KC) Indexes for stages with severely
constrained condition.
N, Nl n Superscript of the demand points
or stages n = 1, 2, ..., N.
NJ Total number of regions of
search for the second origin.
NJO Total numbers of regions of
search for the first origin.
NK(I) Total number of regions of search
in each origin.
NN N Total number of the demand points
or stages.
NO The index of the largest break-
ing value in the origin.
NS Total number of the depots.
NJ1 Total number of regions of
search in each origin.
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APPENDIX C COMPUTER PROGRAM
//MASTER JOB 00I50406G0C1 , SKONGKATONGS 20,20,900
// EXEC FTECLGKS
//FORT.SYSLIN DO UNIT=194
//FORT. SYS IN CD »
DIMENSION ZGP(2,8),ZUI3,4),ZBL(2,4),NK(2),W(3),D(4)
DIMENSION H ( 2 ) , SUM ( 3 ) , SUMW ( 3 ) , TT ( 3 , A ) , SUMO ( 2 ) , ME ( 4
)
DIMENSION A(3,4),P(3,4) ,T( 3,4) ,BB 1 3,4 ) , ZUP ( 3,4)




102 FURMAT(2HI=,I3,5H J=,I3,16H ZBU I I , J )=,F9. 5
103 FORMAT! 28HTHIS IS AN INFEASIBLE REG]
107 FORMAT! 14)
108 F0RMATI3F15.3)





104 FORMAT(3HJ0=,I2,5H J=,I2,15H ZOP ( 1-1 , JO )=,F9.3
,
C12H ZOP! I,J)=,F9.3)
109 F0RMATI8H J0MIN=,I2,8H JMIN=,I2,9H SMIN=,F10.2,
C9H SUMF=,F16.2)









900 DU 1 1=1,2
DO 2 N=1,NN





































ZOP(I,K)=ZBU( I, J)-. 005
GO TC 5
62 K=K + 1
ZOP(I,K)=ZBU( I, J)-. 005
K=K+1










IFIZ0PI I,J0)-Z0P( I.J0 + 1)1340,360,360
340 ZAP=Z0P(I,J0)
ZCP(I,JC) = Z0PU,J0 + 1)
ZuP( I,J0+1)=ZAP
C0=C0+1.
360 GO TO 300
300 CONTINUE
IF(C0)361,351,361














363 GO TC 301
301 CONTINUE
IF(C0)364,354,364



























1-ZUPI1, v 1)4 5,55,65
45 IF(ZOP(I,J)-ZLOWU,N) ) 46, 56, 56
46 IFIZCPI I-l,JO)-ZUP( I-l.N) >47, r>7,57
47 IFIZCPI I-1,JO)-ZLOHI I - 1 ,N ) ) 48, 58, 58
































70 IFIZOPI I-1,J0)-ZL0H( I-1,N))71,81,81
71 T( I,N)=-(ZOP( I,J)+A(I,N)-A(NS,N))/(2.*B(I,N))
Tl I-1,N)=D(N)*2.
GO T
81 T(I,i\) = -(ZOP(I,J) + A(I,N)-AINS,N))/( . > ( I , N ) I







T( 1-1, N) = . .
GO TO 116
55 IF(ZaP(l-l,J0)-ZUP(I-l,N))72,82,92


















65 IF(ZCP(I-1,J0)-ZUP( I- 1,iM 1)74,84,94
74 IF(ZCP( I-l.JO WLOWJ I- 1,N) 175,85,85
75 GO TC 73
85 T( I,N)=0.











116 DO 10 K=l,2















































98 GO TO 79
11 CONTINUE









837 IFITI I, N)-< DIN 1 + 1. 1)1 V ,150,160
847 GO TO 151
140 IF(T(I,N)-(D(N) 11141, 151, 151
141 IF(T(I,N))142,152, 162
142 GO TC 79
152 GO TO 118
162 KE=KE+1
HE(KE)=N
118 SUM! I)=SUM( Il+T ( I , ]
95
GO TC 13
151 SUMD(I) = SUMO( I)+T( 1,M)










119 IF(C) 144,154, 144
144 IF(TS(I))347,357,
347 GO TC 13
357 T(I,N) = D(N)-TUA,N)
P=P-1.
GO TC 151
154 TT( I,N) = D(N)-T( IA,N)
P=P+1.









348 GO TO I?
368 IF(TS(I))349,359,359
359 Gu TC 12
349 KC=0





370 GU TC 79
380 DU 303 N=l,4



















319 WRITE(3,114)KMA,KMB,I, IA,T< I, 1 ),T( [,,) , I (1 , ),r(l,4),
CD(1),D(2),D(3),IJ(4),,TH( J)



















































320 CALL ALLT2 ( KMA ,KMB,KMC , I, I A,T, D, TH)
HHV(L1)=0.
LL=K*A
























14B GO TC 1?
158 IM=ME(1)
IF(KK)470,470,490















481 Z=-2.«8(I,IM)«TSUI-(A< I , IM )-A(NS> I M)
)







472 CALL CALZ2 ( A, B, I , IM, JM.TSUM.NS , Z
)
CALL CALT1 ( Z , A ,B, I , IM, NS, T, I T




CALL CALT1 t Z , A,B, I , I M , NS, T, I T
CALL CALT1 ( Z , A,B, I, JM.NS.T, IT
T( I, IM)=T( I,IM)+1.
T(I,JK)=T{ I f JM)+1.
GO TO 323
483 CALL CALZ2 ( A,B , I , IM, JM.TSUI ,NS, Z
CALL CALT1 ( Z , A, B, I, IM , NS, T, IT
CALL CALT1 ( Z , A ,B, I , JM , NS,T, I T
GO TO 323





474 CALL CALZ3 I A, B ,NS , IM, JM.KM, TSUM, Z )
CALL CALT1 ( Z , A ,B , I , I M, NS, T, I T )
100






CALL CALT1 (Z, A,B, I, IM ,NS,T, IT)
CALL C'LTl (Z,A,B, I,JM,NS,T, IT)






485 CALL CALZ3 ( A,B,NS, IM, JM.KM, TSUM,Z
)
CALL CALT1 ( Z , A.B, I , IM , NS, T, IT
)
CALL CALT1 ( Z , A ,B, I , JM , NS, T,
I
T )



















Z2=B(I,JM)*B( I,KM)»iJ( I,LM)»(A( I , IM )-A (NS, I M )
)
101
Z3=B t I* IM)*B« I,KM)*B( I , LM) » ( A ( I , JM )-A (NS, JM )
)
Z4=B<I,IM)«B( I,JM)«B( l,LM)»(A(I,KM)-A<NS f KM>)
Z5=B(I,IM)*B( I, JM)»B( I,KM)»(A(I,LM)-A(NS,LM1)
Z6=R(I,JM)*B( I,KM)»B( I,LM)+B( ],IM)»B< I , KM) «3 ( I , LM)
Z7=B(I, IM)»B( I, JM)«B( I,LM)+B( I,IM)*B(I, JM)*B(I,KM)
Z =-Ul + 7 2 +Z3 +Z4+Z5)/(Z6 + Z7)



























T( I,IME)=IT< I, IME)





























IT(I,IME) = -(Zl)P(l,IM) + AU, IME)-A(NS,IME)>/(2.»8(I,IME))
T ( I , I K f ) = I T I I.IHE)


















188 GO TO 121
120 00 14 1=1,2
DO 15 N=1,NN
IF(T(I,N)-(D(N)+1. 1)240,250, 240
240 GO TO 15
250 TH(I)=W(I)-SUM( I)
IF(TH< I 1)241,251,261






122 IF (T( I A, Nl- J DIN 1 + 1. 1)243, 253, 243
243 IF(TH(I)-(D(N)-T(IA,N) ) 1244,244,264




253 IFITHI I )-D(N))245,245,?65


















246 GO TO 79
256 SUMT(3)=SUMT(3)+T(3,N)
16 CONTINUE
IF(W(3)-SUMT<3) ) 247, 25 7, 247















258 DO 19 N=1,NN
WRITE(2,108)T(1,N),T(2,N),T(3,N)
19 CONTINUE







922 GO TO 900
921 STOP
END
SUBROUTINE ALLT1 (KMA, KMB, I , I A, T,D, TH
)
DIMENSION TO, 4), 0(4) ,TH(2)
11 FURMAT(1X,11HTHIRDCHECK=,2F9.2)
115 FORMAT! IX , 12HS ECONDCHECK=, F9 .2
)










SUBROUTINE CALHV1 LL, ZOP,A,B, I , J, HV
)
DIMENSION ZOP(2 t 8),A(3,4),B(3,4>,T(3,4) ,HV<3>
HV(LL)=(ZOPU,J)+A(I,LL)-A(3,LL))*T(I,LL)+ i U , LL ) »T ( I , LL) »*2
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE ALLT2 (KMA, KMB.KMC, I , I A, T,D , TH)
DIMENSION T(3,4),0(4) ,TH(2)
T( I,KMA)=D(KMA)-T( I A, KMA)
IFITI I,KMA)-TH( 1)1443,443,463
443 TH(I)=TH(I)-T(I,KMA)
T( I,KMP) = 0(KMB)-T( I,KMB)
IF (T(I,KMI3)-TH( I) 1444,444,464
444 T( I,KMC)=TH(I)-T(I,KMB)
GO TO 322










SUBROUTINE ALLT3I"T , I, W, C,NN, I
'
!
DIMENSION T(3,4), (?) , ( ',
)
SUMT=0.
UJ 1 N=J ,:..







12 IF((T( it ,N)+T(I,N) )-Dt'i})13,2, 3
13 IFIT(I,N))3,3,14
3 If ( !-A 12,14,14






SUBROUTINE CALZ3I A,B, I , NS, IM, J.H.KM




Z3=E(t, IM)*BU,Ktf)*U< t,JM)-A(NS,JI )!
Z4=3U,IM)*DU,JM)»(A< f,XK)-A(NS,KN] !
Z5=B(I,JM)«B(I,KM)+'l(I,I,vi)«B{I,KMJ+e(I,:
1= (Zl + Z?i?J + /i,)/7.T
RETURN
}*°{I, M)
SUBROUTINE CALZ2W ,Q,I ,IM, JM,TSl)«,NS,Z )
DIMENSION At 3, 4) ,: ( i, <, )
107
Z1=-2.*BU,IM)*B<I ,JMJ*TSU i-3< I, JM )•" ( A ( I , i ,- 1-AINS, IK))
Z2=S( I, IM)*( M I,JN)-A(NS,J !
)




SUBROUTINE CALTKZ, A, ? , I,IM,NS,TiI
DIMENSION A{3i4),3{3,4),T{3,4),ITC
IT(I,IM)=-(Z+A( I, I.)- A (OS, IK) )/(2.<
Til, IM)=-(Z+AI I, !N )-,!(.<,, I '))/(?.
)
,41
*8 < I , I M )
!
" ( I , I :• )
)
l r- ( t ( ( , I ) - in i , iMi-c .5)1,2,2
1 T(I,I«)=iTtl,IMJ
CO TC 3







5 : o o.oooo 2^0000 50. BO.
2 -51-0 J -C.0500 6.0000 70. 130.
3.5C00 0.0000 1 .0000 100. 1 30. 80.
4.0000 .0300 3.0000 so. 130.- BO.
l.OCOO -0.C3C0 2.0 00^ 50. 30.
1.5C00 0.0000 5.0000 70. 90. a :
.
3.000C 0.0200 1.0000 loo. 9C. 80.




2.5C0C 0.0000 1.000 20. 50. 40.
3.000G 0.0100 9.0000 6 :
.
50. 40.
6.0000 0.0000 6 . 6 000 A c 5 r . 40.
2.6000 o.oooo l.OOCO .20. 3C. 40.
2.7000 0.0000 9.0000 60. 3C. 4 0.




A > ' ENDIX D 5ULTS
EXA«PLE 1 3 ORIGINS MID < 2HMAHC POI 1"
1 fJ= 1 . 2U
1 N= ? ZU













PI [,.'!)= -0.500 ZLOVl I ,N) =
»(Ii !)= 6.000 ZLGWI i ,:.) =
MI t N)= -2.500 ZLOW(I,N)=
-I. COO ZLDWUtNMZLV( I,'J) =
Z3IJI I, J ) =
ZHUt I, J )-
Z3UI I,JJ =
7. ill! 1,J) =
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The transportation problem is to minimize the cost of
sending a resource from s orgins, where the resource is
located, to N destinations (demand points) where the demand
for this resource exists. Suppose that there is one type
of resource and that its total supply is equal to the total
demand.
The aim of this report is to explore the application of
a discrete version of the maximum principle to the problem
and to modify and define some of the concepts so that a
computer program may be written for solving a problem with
a large number of origins and demand points.
.
The computer program is written primarily for a problem
with three origins and four demand points with one origin
consisting of linear cost functions. This can in some in-
stances be generalized for 3 origins and N demand points.
A problem with three origins and four demand points is
used as an example to test the logic of the computer program.
